The module tiki_tests does not seem to have a purpose. When you enable feature_tikitests you can add the module. But the module does nothing except for displaying two links, /tiki_tests/tiki-tests_list.php and tiki_tests/tiki-tests_record.php.

Both do nothing. If you click on them, nothing happens. If I copy the link targets and open them in a new browser tab, I get the advertising of my ISP (which is the protective default behaviour if a file cannot be accessed). But FTP shows that the path and filename are correct, so I guess those files are either protected or lack the necessary flags so PHP won't touch them.

Because of the label "test" I would assume that is on purpose so admins do no harm to their installation, but if that's case I would suggest a meaningful error message instead. Or some way of circumvention.
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